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Abstract
Recently Brodsky et al. showed that the QCD van der

Waals interaction due to multiple-gluon exchange

provides a new kind of attractive nuclear force capable

of binding heavy quarkonium such as Tlc(2980) to nuclei.

As a search for the bound TJC
3H state, we have examined a

possibility to use the high-intensity antiproton beam

from the KAON accelerators. The experiment to measure

the p4He -» YY3H reaction will have a sensitivity up to

the formation cross section of 100 pb, which is less

than the value of theoretical estimation.

Presented by K. Maruyama at the Workshop on "Science at the

KAON factory" at University of British Columbia, Vancouver,

Canada (July 23-27, 1990).

1. Introduction

Recently Brodsky et al.1' pointed out the possibility of

producing nuclear-bound charmonium states in hadron-nucleus

collisions. In quantum chromodynamics, a heavy quarkonium qq

state such as T|c(2980), JP
C = 0"*- interacts with a nucleon or

nucleus through multiple-gluon exchange. This forms the QCD

van der Waals potential. Brodsky et al. used the effective

nonrelativistic potential of the Yukawa form V * -ae~*lr/r

between the T\a
 an^ nucleons. By analyzing 7t-nucleus and K-

nucleus scattering data, they determined the values of a and

u.. The binding energy between r\c and light nuclei was

computed for the potential using a variational wave function.

Although the binding condition was not met for T]cp and T)cd

systems, the binding energy of the "n,c to a nucleus was found

to increase with atomic number. Although the size of the

binding energy varies depending on the amount of screening,

the binding condition was unchanged. For tlc
3H the binding

energy is 19 MeV and for T)c'He the value is over 140 MeV in

the unscreened case. Since the Tic and nucleons have no quarks

in common, the quark interchange potential should be

negligible. The effective quarkonium-nucleus interaction may

not have a short-range repulsion, because there is no Pauli

blocking.

Fig.l Formation of the T)C
3H bound

state in the p4He -> 3HX reaction.

The observation of this nuclear bound quarkonium would

be the first realization of hadronic nuclei with exotic



components bound by a purely gluonic potential. The

measurement of the binding energy would provide a precise

value for the interaction. Experimental possibility to use

y3He, pd, p~4He, Y*He, n3He, and dd was suggested by them.

Fig. 1 shows the p̂ He -* V\c3R reaction to form the bound state.

At around the threshold of Tlc production, both T)c and
 3H

are almost at rest in the cm. system and they have a chance

to fuse into a compound nucleus with the strong attractive

>• nuclear force. If the width of the bound state is less than

the binding energy, a peak structure with the width of T[c can

be observed as the signal of the formation of the bound state

below the production threshold of TIC as depicted in Fig. 2.

In this paper, we discuss on the experimental
feasibility of measuring the p'He -̂  <TJC

3H) reaction at KAON.

There are two reasons to choose this reaction; to use an

antiproton beam and to use a light nucleus. Due to the lower

beam energy for the antiproton induced reaction comparing

with proton beam, for example, as given in Table 1 , the

momentum transfer is accordingly small. This is advantageous

to have larger cross section which depends strongly on the

momentum transfer. As it will be given in section 3, a

kinematically complete measurement is helpful to reduce the

background. This leads to a rrhoice to use a light nuclei

like 4He.

Table 1 Kinematics for the production ofT]c.

^s Pcm Plab

(GeV) (Gev/e) (GeV/c)

pp -* Tic 2.98 1.16 3.68

p4He -» (T|C
3H> 5.77 1.48 2.30

pd ~* <T)c
3He) 5.77 2.48 7,64
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Fig. 2 A schematic view of the excitation of cross section

fox the p*He -* T)CX reaction.

2. Design of Experiment

Until now experiments to study the charmonium states

have been done mainly at e+e~ colliders for which the

production mechanism is a virtual photon, so only Jpc •* 1"

states are produced directly. The use of 'pp interaction in

the momentum range of 3.6 to 7 GeV/c would be important to

study the unobserved charmonium states like 1*~, 2", 2~+, and

He1-2' The E704 experiment at CERN ISR opened a new era of

using pp annihilations to determine accurately the masses and

widths of charmonium particles.3- *> They measured the total

cross section for the pp -> T\c reaction to be 1 fib.
3' The

ongoing E760 experiment at the Fermilab accumulator5* 6* 7J is

expecting to improve the results and to find charmonium

states which have not yet been identified. E760 is using a

higher luminosity (lxlO31 cm"2 sec-1) beam-target system than

that of E704, and a detector with better mass resolution and

larger acceptance.

In contrast to the high current and high repetition rate

antiproton beam for E7 60 in the accumulator, the merit for
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experimental studies on charmonium states at KAON would be

that we can use a much thicker target comparing with their

hydrogen gas target of which density is 1014 atoms/cm2.

However, this naturally limits the energy resolution of the

incident beam, and makes the study on narrow states

impossible. For the present study, the width of the bound

T}C
3H state is roughly that of T\Cf the momentum spread of the

beam is not harmful. The width shown in Fig. 2 corresponds

to the beam momentum spread of 1 %.

Since the required momentum of antiproton in this

experiment is 2.3 GeV/c as given in Table 1, we can use the

highest-intensity K2.5 channel, its maximum beam momentum is

2.5 GeV/c, at KAON. By assuming to use a beam intensity of

l.lxlOB p/sec with 0.5% momentum resolution and a liquid~flHe

target of 50 cm long, we will have a luminosity of lxlO32 cm~
2sec"1, which is ten times larger than the design value for

E760.51

The estimation of formation cross section for the bound

state may not necessarily be simple. An estimate is made by

a formula

OT(p*He ~-> (T1C3H)) - CTT(pp -*• Tlc>Fc
2(q2>»

where Fc is the charge form factor of
 flHe B) and q is the

momentum transfer from p" to *He nucleus. Using the value of

aT(pp -» r\c) by E704,
31 the total cross section for the

reaction is obtained to be around 100 pb. At high momentum

transfer region, the formation cross section would be

strongly affected by two-nucleon absorption. Oh et al.9)

measured the pd -» pflp + KKTC reaction in the energy region

between 1 and 3 GeV. They observed more than two order of

magnitude abundant events than expected from deuteron wave

function at the momentum transfer greater than 0.4 GeV/c,

Since the momentum transfer of the present reaction is around

1 GeV/c, we may expect a similar mechanism to enhance the

total formation cross section to be greater than 10 nb.

The total annihilation cross section is estimated to be

a-rtp̂ He) = 2(o"T(pp) + aT(prM - 300 mb at the beam momentum of

2.3 GeV/c.101 Due to this large cross section, 15 % of

incident beam is absorbed in the target to produce background

events. In this large background, the electromagnetic decay

r\c -> yy of which decay branching ratio is about 0.1 % may be

the best signal among inany decay modes. So we design a
detector to measure the yy 3H final state.

3. Detector

We made a Monte Carlo simulation of the p«He ~> (T1C
3H) -»

yy 3H reaction to design a detector. Tritons go in the

forward direction of less than 10° with momenta between 1.0

and 1.3 GeV/c. The energy and angular distribution of

photons is shown in Fig. 3. Two photons with the energies

from 1.0 to 2.5 GeV are emitted back-to-back in the

laboratory angle from 0° to 180°. This reaction is identified

by the observation of two energetic photons in coincidence

with a forward-going triton. Necessary angular coverage of

photon detectors to obtain more than 90 % detection

efficiency is determined to be 15° to 150°.

E, (GeV)
Fig. 3 Energy and angular distribution of photons.
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Fig. 4 A sketch of detectors to measure

the p4He -> (T1C
3H) ->yy -̂H reaction.

Taking into account the result of the simulation, a

detector is designed as shown in Fig. 4. Tritons are

detected with a forward spectrometer which can identify

tritons and measure the momentum with a resolution of a few

%. To get a sufficient event rate, we use a long target.

This causes a difficulty in determining the flight direction

of photons. So we measure'photons with drift chambers and

electromagnetic calorimeters(Csl or BGO) after being

converted into e+-e~ pairs in Pb sheets. The energy of

photons are determined with the calorimeters, and the

reaction point can be reconstructed by extrapolating two

tracks of e+ and e". This also helps to correct the energy

loss of antiproton and that of tritons in the target. The

total energy loss of incident beam of 13 MeV can be corrected

for by the position information of the reaction point, and

the ambiguity in momentum become less than 0.5 %.

The resolution of the invariant mass reconstructed from

two photons, a better resolution is necessary to reduce

background/ is simulated as shown in Fig. 5. For the energy

resolution of 2.0 / E^0-* and the angular resolution of less

than 2.5°, the mass resolution is 35 MeV. The successful

operation of the Crystal Barrel detector at CERN LEAR n j is

encouraging to use an array of Csl crystals for photon

detection.
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Fig. 5 Invariant mass of two photons for T)c.

AE-y/Ey - ±2/Ey>-' * and A8 - ±2.0° are assumed.

Since the present measurement is kinematically complete,

only the n°n°2H final state may be the dominant background.

An estimate of the true to .background ratio is made by using

the data from E704,51

OT(pp-»7r°it°) / oT(pp - 0.0 - 0.3.

The true to background ra t io of the present experiment will
be less than a few %, because the mass resolution wil l Be at
least one order of magnitude better than that of E704.5'



In order to make an efficient trigger for the detector,

clusters of energy deposit in the calorimeters must be

processed to form a logic; require the existence of only two

back-to-back clusters, both of which have energies greater

than 0.8 GeV, and the total energy deposit greater than 2.8

GeV. Veto counters surrounding the target, they are not

shown in Fig. 4, and the forward spectrometer are effective

to reduce background events. Concerning with the data

acquisition system, we can rely on the rapid progress in this

field121; fast chips and capability to manipulate a large

amount of data, because the experiment at KAON will start in

several years from now.

The yield for <nc
3He bound state is 1 event/day for the

cross section of 100 pb, and if we can expect an enhancement

due to two-nucleon absorption, it is more than 100

events/day. A running time of less than 100 days will be

sufficient to get conclusion about the mass and the width of

the bound state in an accuracy of 5 % or less.

4. Summary

On the basis of the calculation by Brodsky et al, we

designed a detector to search for the bound 1"1C
3H state using

the antiproton beam in the K2.5 channel at KAON. A beam with

an intensity of 1.1 x 10s p/sec and a momentum resolution of

0.5 % is necessary. With the beam and the detector, the

sensitivity up to the formation cross section of 100 pb will

be attained in the search for the p"*He —* (Ttc'H) reaction.

The detector may be useful also to measure the p*He —»

"ncX reaction to develop the physics on T]c-nucleus interaction.

In order to materialize the experiment, more precise

studies on the formation cross section for the bound state

and detectors are necessary.
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